Open Letter to House of Representatives

A peer-reviewed science journal (Am. J. Phys., Vol. 76, No. 11, 2008) published an article criticizing Henry Morris, a Christian apologist, for saying evolution violates the second law of thermodynamics, according to which a sugar cube put in a cup of coffee will dissolve. Thermodynamics has nothing to do with the evolution of stars or biological evolution. The article contains an absurd calculation using the equation that describes this law of liquids, solids, and gases. The article should be retracted because this is the usual remedy for fraudulent research. It also exacerbates the culture war in the United States about the teaching of biological evolution.

I submitted documents to my congressman (Yvette Clarke, NY-9) explaining this, but she is refusing to tell me if she gave the documentation to the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology or the results of any investigation. If the article is retracted, it will be a news item and embarrassing to the scientific establishment in the United States. I believe the public has a right to know how irrational scientists can be about biological evolution.

I have a Ph.D. in physics from New York University, and my correspondence with Congressman Clarke and the American Journal of Physics on this website:
http://www.pseudoscience123.com

Very truly yours,
David Roemer